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ABSTRACT
Unilateral hyperlucency on a chest x ray is not a uncommon occurrence. The causes vary from a simple rotation to a potentially
life threatening pulmonary embolism. Sweyer James syndrome is one of the less known causes for unilateral hyperlucent lung
which results as a sequlae to recurrent respiratory tract infections in childhood. We describe a patient with sweyer James syndrome who had no significant respiratory infections since childhood.
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INTRODUCTION
Sweyer James syndrome was first described by Paul Robert
Swyer and George C W James in the 1950s. Simultaneosly
the condition was also described by English physician William Mathiseon Macleod, and by J Brett in France. Hence
this syndrome is also referred to as Macleod syndrome, Brett
syndrome and Janus syndrome.1,2 The syndrome is characterized by hyperlucency of one lung, lobe or part of a lobe
due to pulmonary vascular abnormalities and alveolar over
distension. The important pathological features of this syndrome include emphysema, bronchiectasis or bronchiolitis
obliterans.3 The exact etiology of this syndrome is unknown
but repeated episodes of respiratory tract infections particularly in the childhood is an important cause.4 Patients usually
present in adult age and in many, a history of childhood respiratory infections is not obtained.

CASE DETAILS
A forty five year old agricultural labourer presented with
symptoms of cough with minimal expectoration of ten days
duration. He had similar symptoms atleast once a year for
the last ten years. These symptoms subside with treatment.
There was no seasonal aggravation of symptoms. He was not

a smoker and had no past history of tuberculosis. Upon examination he had no clubbing or cyanosis. He maintained
saturation at room air. His heart rate, pulse rate and blood
pressure were within normal limits. His respiratory system
examination was normal. He was treated as upper respiratory tract infection and advised symptomatic management.
Patient returned a week later with persistence symptoms. He
was subjected for chest x ray which showed hyperlucency
of the left hemithorax. (fig 1)Differential diagnosis of left
sided pneumothorax, polands syndrome, sweyer James syndrome, pulmonary embolism, congenital lobar emphysema
were considered. There was no rotation on the chest x ray.
Patient was examined thoroughly and polands syndrome and
pneumothorax were ruled out. A possibility of pulmonary
embolism (?Westermark sign) and Sweyer James Syndrome
were considered. Patient was subjected to high resolution
computed tomography and pulmonary angiography scan.
High resolution computed tomography(HRCT) scan of the
chest showed decreased attenuation and decreased vascularity of the left lung with hyperlucency and bronchiectatic
changes(fig 2). The right lung had normal vascularity. Pulmonary angiography was done which revealed a hypoplastic
left pulmonary artery with reduced bronchovascular markings in left lung which confirmed the diagnosis.(fig 3) The
patient had no echocardiographic evidence of pulmonary
hypertension and arterial blood gas estimation was normal.
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He is currently managed symptomatically and is on regular
follow up.

DISCUSSION
Swyer-James syndrome(SJS) is usually suspected radiologically. On chest x ray there is hyperlucency of one lung field.
Usually the left side is commonly affected 5. Childhood viral
respiratory infections particularly with measles, bordetella
pertussis, tuberculosis, Mycoplasma pneumonia, influenza
A, adenovirus types 3, 7, and 21 most commonly lead to development of SJS later4.
The pathological process in SJS is obliterative broncholitis
with concomitant vacsulitis. Following repeated viral infections the small bronchi and bronchioles are affected. A form
of bronchiolitis obliterans develop which results in inflammation and fibrosis of the bronchiolar walls. As a result the
lumen of the respiratory bronchioles are narrowed. The interalveolarseptae undergo fibrotic changes with obliteration
of pulmonary capillary bed 6. This causes diminished blood
flow to the major pulmonary artery segments, resulting in
hypoplastic arterial development.

In addition, the reduction in ventilation causes a compensatory decrease in perfusion. Also consequent to bronchiolar
obstruction the terminal air sacs expand which offers additional mechanical resistance to blood flow in the capillaries
resulting in atrophy of vascular bed and hypoplasia of pulmonary artery 7.
The disease symptom can manifest in the early infancy and
childhood. Children present with recurrent history of respiratory tract infections. Cough can be productive or non
productive. Shortness of breath and chest pain may be associated. Haemoptysis can occur. The symptoms depend on
associated bronchiectasis8. Patients with no or minimal bronchiectasis are usually diagnosed in adult age by incidental
chest radiography.

defect can be seen10. Pulmonary angiography may reveal diminished size of the affected pulmonary artery. A number of
other conditions can cause unilateral hyperlucency on chest
x ray and they should be considered in the differential diagnosis of SJS. These include pneumothorax, pulmonary
embolism, congenital lobar emphysema, polands syndrome,
foreign body aspiration, post pneumonectomy, pulmonary
agenesis. A few instances of misdiagnosis as pneumothorax
with inadverdent intercostal tube placement are reported.8
There is no specific treatment for SJS. Treatment is usually
supportive and is aimed at treating super added infections.
Vaccination for influenza and pneumococci can be advised.
Bronchodilators may be helpful in some patients. Prognosis
depend on the underlying bronchiectasis 11. Long term oxygen may be needed in patients presenting with respiratory
failure. Surgical treatment like lobectomy or pneumonectomy may be required in a few patients.

CONCLUSION
Sweyer James Syndrome is not an uncommon syndrome and
has to be considered in the differential diagnosis of unilateral
hyperlucency and when suspected a CT scan can help in establishing the diagnosis.
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The classical chest x ray finding is unilateral hyperlucency.
There can be mediastinal shift during inspiration and expiration. A mediastinal shift toward the affected side may occur
on inspiration. Expiratory radiograph may demonstrate air
trapping or a shift of the mediastinum towards the normal
side. Associated Bronchiectatic changes may be seen.
Computed tomography(CT) is the investigation of choice in
the diagnosis of this syndrome. On CT, Sweyer James syndrome appears as low attenuation hyperlucent areas due to
decreased pulmonary perfusion of the lung with intervening
areas of normal attenuation. Other findings include bronchiectasis, bronchiolectasis, atelectasis and scarring9. Ventilation – perfusion scans can help in confirmation of the ventilation perfusion defect. Matched ventilation and perfusion
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Figure 1: Chest x ray showing hyperlucency of the left hemithorax
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Figure 3: Pulmonary angiograph showing no contrast in

the left pulmonary artery.
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